OPPORTUNITIES FOR STUDENTS
IN DENMARK
During the last years, Denmark has been facing a severe shortage of
labour. Danish companies are therefore very eager to host students
and will often give them challenging tasks.
At the same time, many Danish companies are starting to recruit staff
from abroad. Especially the small and medium sized companies are
open to take in VET-students for a longer or shorter time.

PAST PLACEMENTS
GRAPHICAL DESIGNERS

OFFICE CLERKS

BAKERS

PEDAGOGUES

PHARMACISTS

FARMERS

IT AND PROGRAMMERS

ARCHITECTS

WAITERS

TOURIST ASSISTANCE

ENGINEERS

COOKS

InterCollege would be happy to find partners in new companies.
If you wish to host students in any field not mentioned here,
please feel free to ask us about the possibilities.

LANGUAGE COURSES
Almost everybody in Denmark speaks English fluently. Working and getting around the city is
therefore easy without knowledge of any Danish. Learning about Danish language and
history can nevertheless be a big advantage for the students. Therefore, InterCollege is
offering to organise Danish courses. Many of the students we are hosting are also in need of
freshening up their English skills.
InterCollege is therefore offering to organise English courses. We are aiming, if possible, to
make the language courses sector specific with a special focus on terms and phrases used in
the field the students are working in.

PRACTICAL ARRANGEMENTS
Most often students are hosted in shared rooms in shared apartments. The students will
share facilities with young internationals from all over the world. The students are having
self-catering and are often cooking together with their flat mates.
Transport in Danish cities are mostly by bike. Most students are renting bikes and use
those to get around during their stay. InterCollege can help the students to rent a bike for
cheap upon arrival.
InterCollege offers to arrange transfer from/to Aalborg Airport or Aalborg Train station
upon arrival and departure. Furthermore, InterCollege offers support and mentorship for
the students including a Welcome day, where the students are welcomed to Denmark and
Aalborg and introduced to their upcoming placements.

LEISURE TIME
Denmark is offering a range of different free time activities.
Some students are joining a sports club during their stay and
others are making a use of the many public pools.
Many students choose to use the chance to explore other
cities or nature sites during the weekends. Due to the small
size of Denmark any location is possible to visit on a day or
weekend trip.

GET IN TOUCH!
For more information, visit www.intercollege.info,
call +45 45 34 30 40 or email us on
vet@intercollege.info.

